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 INTRODUCTION

Judicial Notce under the Indian Evidence Act refers to the facts which are not required to be proved by
the partess Such facts are so apparent that any person would be expected to know them and hence,
since they usually fall  under the ambit  of general knowledge, the partes are exempted from giving
explanatons for the sames These provisions rely on judicial wisdom of the judges in order to speed up
the delivery of justces The Sectons 56, 57 and 58 of the Indian Evidence Act deals with this subjects This
paper tries to explain the above mentoned sectons and highlights the instances of the courts taking or
refusing judicial notce of certain facts and admissionss

Secton 56: Fact judicially notceable need not be proveds

 No fact of which the Court will take judicial notce need to be proved

This Secton prescribes the Court as to when it may judicially notce certain factss However, under this
Secton, the Court is not obligated to take judicial notce and it is totally upon its discretons Thus the
Court decides whether it wants the evidence or nots

Secton 57: Facts of which the Court must take judicial notces

The Court shall take judicial notce of the following facts:-

All laws that are efectve within the territory of Indias

Any public Act that is either passed or yet to be passed by the Parliament of the United Kingdom (UK),
and all local and personal Acts directed by the Parliament of the UKs

Artcles of war for the Indian Army, Indian Navy or the Indian Air Forces

The proceedings of the Parliament of the UK and India, along with all other legislatures established in
Indias

The accession and the signed document of the Sovereign (King, Prime Minister, President or any other
head of the state) of the UK, Great Britain, and Irelands

All seals that English Courts will take judicial notce of, the seals of every Court in India including the
court of Admiralty and maritme jurisdicton, seals of notaries, and seals of any person who is authorized
to use by the Consttuton or an Act of Parliament of both UK and Indias

The accession to ofce, names, ttles, functons, and the signatures of people acquiring a post in any
public ofce on an ad hoc basiss

The existence of any country and its fag that is recognized by the Government of Indias



The  division  of  tme,  geographical  locatons  of  the  world,  and  cultural  festvals,  fasts  and  holidays
notfied in the Ofcial Gazeees

The entrety of territories that come under the dominion of the Government of Indias

Any act of war or hostlites between the Government of India and any other state or organizaton, or
personss

The names of the ofcers and members of the Court including their deputes and subordinate ofcers
and assistants, along with all advocates that appear before the courts

The law of the road at land and seas

This secton, unlike Secton 56, enlists instances where it is mandatory for the courts to take Judicial
Notces Secton 57 uses the word “Shall. instead of “May., showcasing the obligatory nature of the
Sectons

The doctrine of judicial notce fows from the English common law and has been incorporated in the
Indian Evidence Act during the colonial era by the Britshs Judicial notce is taken regarding issues of both
fact and laws Regarding the domestc laws, the judge is presumed to have knowledge of the law or is
capable of acquiring it, which is a part of dutes and responsibilitess

The list of facts mentoned in Secton 57 of which the Court can take judicial notce is not exhaustve and
indeed the purpose of the secton is to provide that the Court shall take judicial notce of certain facts
rather than exhaust the category of facts of which the Court may in appropriate cases take judicial
notces

Judicial notce is a rule in the law of evidence that allows a fact to be introduced into evidence if the
truth of that fact is so notorious or well known, or so authoritatvely aeested, that it cannot reasonably
be doubteds[5] It is pertnent, however, that a fact, of which the partes consider judicial notce has to be
taken, should be brought to the notce of the court through a request by the partys

If the Court is called upon by any person to take judicial notce of any fact, it may refuse to do so, unless
and untl such person produces any such book or document as it may consider necessary to enable it to
do sos

Under Secton 57(9) the courts are required to take judicial notce of cultural festvalss Customs are very
important in Indian culture and most personal laws have been legislated around them, in the case of Ass
Kaur vs Kartar Singh,the Court observed that when a custom is repeatedly brought to the Court’s notce,
it need not be proved for every individual cases

Further, in the case of Jadu Lal Sahu vs Maharani Janki Koer, the Court held that the existence of a
certain custom that is generally known does not have to be proved by adducing evidences However,
sometmes the details of rites and rituals that happen in a certain custom might have to be proved by
way of adducing evidence when the Court might need to know what really goes on, which was held in
the case of Bhagwan Singh vs Bhagwan Singhs



Thus, even though according to Secton 57(9) it is mandatory for the courts to take judicial notce of
cultural facts, it is essental that any peculiarites should be brought to the notce of the court and must
be proveds

Chief Justce Ms Monir, in his book says, “Shutng the judicial eye to the existence of such facts and
maeers is in a sense an insult to common sense and would tend to reduce the judicial process to a
meaningless and wasteful rituals No court therefore insists on formal proof, by evidence of notorious
facts of history, past or presents The date of poll, the passing away of men of eminence and events that
have rocked the naton need no proof and are judicially notceds Judicial notce, in such maeers, takes
the place of proof and is of equal forces In fact, as a means of establishing notorious and widely known
facts it is superior to formal means of proof.

The court is not required to keep facts regarding trivial issuess Rasiklal Manikchand Dhariwal vs MsSsSs
Food Products was a case where the court rejected the plea of the defendants that the courts were not
bound to take judicial  notce of well-known trademarkss However,  in the case of State of AsPs vs  Ks
Satyanarayana,the court held that with respect to the state of afairs in associatons and clubs of general
nature, it is essental for courts to take judicial notce of the extra charges that are charged by clubss
Therefore, when it comes to the issues which haven’t been mentoned in Secton 57, it is up to the
court’s discreton to decide which maeers it wants to take the Judicial Notce ofs

In Hari Shanker Jain vs Sonia Gandhi,the court held that foreign law is not covered under secton 57(1)
and therefore, partes relying on it must plead it like any other facts Under secton 57(1) of the Indian
Evidence Act, 1872, the court shall take judicial notce of, inter alia, all laws in force in the territory of
Indias Foreign laws are not included thereins

However, when it  comes to discussing the provisions which are not provided for in the statute, the
precedents established by courts play a vital roles The Court, in one instance, decided to take judicial
notce that the State Government alone cannot make efectve measures for impartng educaton to the
children of this countrys

However in another case, the Court dealt with the issue of considering a notficaton issued by the state
government and whether or not it would form a part of the ‘Existng Law’ or ‘Law in Force’s The Madhya
Pradesh High Court emphasised the diference between an order or notficaton issued by an authority
of state in exercise of its legislatve and executve functons and pointed out that where a notficaton is
issued in exercise of its executve functon it cannot fall within the scope of term ‘law in force’s The court
thus held that judicial notce cannot be taken of such a notficaton or orders

Apart from the list of facts mentoned in the provision, the Court may take judicial notce of the passing
away of eminent personalites, date, and result of electon polls or an event so famous that the whole
naton is aware of its These facts are widely known by every person and everyone knows them to be
true, hence, proving these facts is a waste of tme and eforts 

In certain cases, it is evident, even though not mentoned in the statute that the courts have to take
judicial notce of certain factss In the case of Mukesh and Orss vs State for NCT of Delhi and Orsspopularly
known as the Delhi Gang Rape Case or the Nirbhaya Rape Case, the court, with respect to the method of
the examinaton of  the injuries of  the victm, stated that such theories  have aeained the status of
scientfic law and are thus subject to Judicial Notces

Secton 58 – Facts admieed need not be proveds



No fact need to be proved in any proceeding which the partes thereto or their agents agree to admit at
the hearing, or which, before the hearing, they agree to admit by any writng under their hands, or
which by any rule of pleading in force at the tme they are deemed to have admieed by their pleadings:
Provided that the court may, in its discreton, require the facts admieed to be proved otherwise than by
such admissions

Through Secton 58 the Court has been vested with the power to take judicial admissions into account
which need not be proven during the trials When two partes agree to a partcular fact, there is no scope
of argument and thus, no proof is requireds Such an agreement might be expressed or implieds

In the case of Rangappa Goundan vs Emperor, the Court held that counsel can only make admissions in
civil cases and is not authorized to do so in criminal cases that might lead to prosecuton not having to
adduce evidence in order to prove his cases In a criminal case the duty of the prosecutor might be
compromised if the accused himself accepts certain facts pertnent to the cases It was later held that any
fact made by a counsel would not be considered as proofs

Conclusion:

While Judicial Notce allows a well-aeested fact to be produced as evidence, considering that it requires
no further explanaton and doesn’t have a scope of any doubts The act, even though it lists several
scenarios where it is mandated by the law for the courts to take judicial notce, it is up to the Court’s
discreton which of the unwrieen facts it wants to take the judicial notce ofs There lies an ambiguity in
such a case where diferent judges might feel the need to back something with evidences

With respect to Secton 58, even when two partes agree to a certain fact, it might be wrong and crucial
to the cases It therefore becomes imperatve for the courts to base their judgements on these facts, only
when they are backed by evidences This provision would work just fine in cases of facts which are well
known, or not really pertnent to the proceeding, such as date, tme, certain techniques etcs

It is true that the provision of Judicial Justce exists to shorten the unnecessary wastage of tme and
focus on impartng speedy justces However, in order to do that, it might so happen that certain relevant
facts might be overlookeds In order to avoid such blunders, it is essental that amendments be made to
the act  to  include certain  aspects  which shall  be considered for  judicial  notce,  and expressly  deny
certain other aspects which have to be proveds Only then can this provision fulfil its functons


